
Category Item Number Item Name  List Price Minimum 
Qty Item Description  Item Image 

Tools GPDI0429 Black Line Metal 
01  $                 25.00 9

Extremely aggressive low grit double bar used 
for extensive stock and rigid thick coating 

removal. Also an excellent tool for prepping a 
floor prior to applying an epoxy.

Tools GPDI0425 Black Line Metal 
02  $                 25.00 9

Very aggressive medium-low grit double bar 
used to remove shaver lines, mastics, or the 

first cut on extremely hard concrete.

Tools GPDI0426 Black  Line  
Metal 03  $                 25.00 9

Aggressive medium grit double bar used for 
first cut on hard concrete or to follow the Black 

Line 02.

Tools GPDI0427 Black Line Metal 
04  $                 25.00 9

Lesser aggressive meduim-high grit double 
bar. Great for the first cut on medium hardness 

concrete or to follow the Black Line 03.

Tools GPDI0428 Black Line Metal 
05  $                 25.00 9 Least aggressive high grit double bar used to 

remove scratches from the Black Line 04.

Tools GPDI0388 T3 Cutter 40 Grit 
Purple  $                 25.00 9

Very aggressive 40 grit cutting tool used on 
new construction when over trowelled to a 

black and blue finish. Can be used wet or dry.

Tools GPDI0389 T3 Cutter 80 Grit 
Orange  $                 25.00 9

Our most popular 80 grit cutting tool used for 
the initial grind in many "big box" retailers and 

new construction when the concrete is not 
over trowelled. Also the first step in our 3, 2, 1 

system.
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Tools GPDI0434 Sektor Tools 
Step #1  $                 22.00 9

The first step of the fastest, easiest and most 
versitile polishing system on the market. This 

system adapats to any active planetary grinder. 
Step #1 will leave a tight yet honed finish.

Tools GPDI0435 Sektor Tools 
Step #2  $                 22.00 9

The second step of the fastest, easiest and 
most versitile polishing system on the market. 

This system adapats to any active planetary 
grinder. Step #2 will leave a matt finish.

Tools GPDI0436 Sektor Tools 
Step #3  $                 22.00 9

The third step of the fastest, easiest and most 
versitile polishing system on the market. This 

system adapats to any active planetary grinder. 
Step #3 will leave a low-sheen finish.

Tools GPDI0437 Sektor Tools 
Step #4  $                 22.00 9

The fourth step of the fastest, easiest and most 
versitile polishing system on the market. This 

system adapats to any active planetary grinder. 
Step #4 will leave a high-sheen finish.

Tools GPDI0438 Sektor Tools 
Step #5  $                 22.00 9

The fifth and final step of the fastest, easiest 
and most versitile polishing system on the 

market.  Step #5 will leave a high-gloss finish 
with unparralelled clarity.

Tools MTPT0141 11 inch Harpoon 
Hook Ring  $                 25.00 3

11 inch diameter ring that velcros to a resin 
drive plate. The large heavy duty hooks ensure 
the hogs hair pad is secured to the bottom of 

the head durring high speed operation.

Tools MTSP0229
11 inch Hogs 

Hair Pad --- Box 
of 5

 $                 15.00 1

11" hogs hair pads are used to secure the 
Sektor tools to the harpoon hook ring. They 

allow flexibility to roll with the floor as well as 
clean up any swirl marks as you go…even with 

#1 and #2.



Tools GPDI0446 Mach 0 Tool  $                 42.00 9

Specially formulated resin that cuts like a 
metal with exceptional life (up to 7500 ft2.) The 
Mach 0 is a very aggressive tool for very hard 
concrete. If your customers like Sase Quik Cut 

they will LOVE the CPS Mach tools. 

Tools GPDI0447 Mach 1 Tool  $                 42.00 9

Specially formulated resin that cuts like a 
metal with exceptional life (up to 7500 ft2.) The 

Mach 1 is an aggressive tool for medium to 
hard concrete. If your customers like Sase 

Quik Cut they will LOVE the CPS Mach tools. 

Tools GPDI0448 Mach 2 Tool  $                 42.00 9

Specially formulated resin that cuts like a 
metal with exceptional life (up to 7500 ft2.) The 

Mach 2 is an aggressive tool for medium to 
hard concrete and follows the Mach 1. If your 
customers like Sase Quik Cut they will LOVE 

the CPS Mach tools. 

Tools GPDI0449 Mach 3 Tool  $                 42.00 9

Specially formulated resin that cuts like a 
metal with exceptional life (up to 7500 ft2.) The 

Mach 3 is an aggressive tool for medium to 
hard concrete and follows the Mach 2. If your 
customers like Sase Quik Cut they will LOVE 

the CPS Mach tools. 

Tools GPDI0439 Aqua Resin Step 
#1  $                 26.00 9

The first tool in our all new 3 step wet cutting 
system. High quality epoxy resin designed 

specifically for those jobs where cutting dry is 
not an option. 3 steps means less labor and 

higher profits.

Tools GPDI0440 Aqua Resin Step 
#2  $                 26.00 9

The second tool in our all wet system refines 
the floor and removes the coarse scratches 

from step #1. High quality epoxy resin 
guarantees consistant quality and long life. 

Tools GPDI0441 Aqua Resin Step 
#3  $                 26.00 9

The final step in our 3 step all wet process 
leaves the floor with a consistant satin sheen. 

Burnish and use our CPS Armor Surface 
Shield to enhance the shine and give years of 

stain protection.

Tools GPDI0445K 3 Buckets 2 Days 
1 Blinging Floor  $            2,400.00 1

Finally a COMPLETE system from first cut to 
final seal with the easiest and most efficient 
polishing system on the market. Compatible 

with all major grinders. Each kit contains tools, 
chemicals, burnishing pads, and holders for 

approx 7000 ft2.


